
Doug Coe - Re: Thursday, 6/29/00 - Quad Cities SDP DiscussionP

From: Doug Coe •0 
To: .•.(•Chri Miller' Cornelius Holden, David Orrik, Gareth Parry, Geoffrey Grant, Glenn 
Tra y, James Belangk!2 James CreedPJames Luehman(...) 0C 
Date: Thu, Jun 29, 2000 12:03 PM 
Subject: Re: Thursday, 6/29100 - Quad Cities SDP Discussion 

Note to potential participants: I've tried to condense and clarify the physical protection SDP issues arising 
from Quad into a page and a half. My hope is that this will help guide our discussion this afternoon.  
Doug 

>>> Vonna Ordaz 06/28 11:43 PM >>> 
On Thursday, Jun6 29, 2000, at 3:00 pm Eastern (2:00pm Central), Bill Dean and members of his branch, 
along with representatives from the Safeguards Section in NRR plan to have a discussion with Region III 
on the risk significance aspect of the Quad Cities security issue, including the assumptions and the 
appropriate outcome. Attached for your review, is the draft SDP evaluation prepared by Doug Coe (same 
evaluation that we e-mailed to Region III last week.) 

We recognize that some of the individuals~who have been directly involved in this issue from NRR and in 
the Region, will not be available for the discussion. However, we felt the need to expedite this discussion 
since there are other recent OSRE findings that are pending the outcome of the Quad Cities issue.  
Enforcement will not be included in this discussion, but will be part of the formal SDP/Enforcement panel 
at a later time.  

For headquarters particippts, tie meeting is in O-14F3. For those dialing in, the bridge number is 
301-231-,5539, passcode Regional Enforcement Coordinators - please forward this message to .- .  
the appropriate individual.7 

If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 301-415-2833.  

Thank you, 

Vonna Ordaz 
NRR Sr. Enforcement Coordinator 
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